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"The identical thought can have 

1945 

Eben derselbe Gedanke bnn, all 
einem andem Orte. einen ganl 
andem Wert haben. a completely different meaning in an other 

place" 
Lessing. Leib"iz; 1'0" de" Mgl''' SJrafl'n. 

I t is generally admitted that one cannot understand the teach· 
ing of Maimonides' Guidt for the Perplexed before one has under· 
stood the teachin~ of "the philosophers"; for the former present~ 
itscTf as a Jewish correction of the latter. To be~in with, on(' 
can identify "the philosophers" with the Islamic Aristotelians. 
and one may describe their teaching as a blend of genuine Ari~· 
totelianism with Nco-platonism and, of course. Islamic tenets. 
If. however. one wants to grasp the principle transforminl! that 
mixture of hetero~eneous elements into a consistent. or intd· 
ligible, whole. one does well to follow the signpost erected by 
Maimonidcs himself. 

In hi!; letter to Samuel ibn Tibbon, he makes it abundantly 
clear that he considered the greatest authority in philosophy, 

.,jlpat:t from Aristotle himself, not Avicenna or Averroes, nor even 
Avempace. but F1r!bi. Of F1r1bi's works, he mentions in iliaC' . 
context only one by its title. and he recommends it to ibn Tibbon 
in the strongest terms. Thus we may assume to begin with 
that he considered it Fh1bl's most important book. He caUs 
tha~ book The principles of the beings. Its original title is The 
political gO't'e;nments. 

There can then be no doubt as to the proper beginning. i. c. 
the only beginning which is not arbitrary, of the understanding 
of Maimonides' philosophic background: one has to start from 

I ) wish to express my thanks to Proft'ssor A. H. Halkin for kindly checkinl! 
my tran5lation~ from the Arabic. 
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an analysis of F1r1bi's Political gOfJernments. It would be unwise 
to attempt such an analysis now. In the first place, we lack a sat
isfactoryedition." Above all, the full understandin~ of the book 
presupposes the study of two parallel works of F1r1bi's, The 
principles of the opinions of the people of the virtuous city] and 
The vi~tuous religious community. the second of which has not 
yet been edited at all. Maimonides presumably preferred The 
political gOfJernmenls to these parallel presentations. To discover 
the reason for that preference. or, at any ratc. to understand The 
political gOfJernments fully. one has to compare the doctrines con
tained in that book with the doctrines contained in the parallel 
works, and thus to lay bare the teachinR characteristic of The 
political gOfJernments. For that teachinR consists, to some extent, 
of the silent rejection of certain tenets which are adhered to in 
the two other works. 

We limit ourselves here to stressinR one feature of The political 
~Ol'er"ments .(apd, mutatis mldandis, of the two parallel works) 
which by itself clearly indicates the most strikinR trait of Farabi's 
philosophy. As is shown already by the difference between its 
authentic and its customary title, the hook treats tIl{' whole 
of philosophy proper (i. e. with the omission of IORic and mathe
matic) within a political framl'work. In this respect. Hlrabt 
takes as his model, not any of the Aristotelian writings known 
to him or to us, but Plato' Republic and, to a lesser extent, 
Plato', Laws which also present the whole of philosophy within 

.. ~Uamework •• ;"Uu:COWlt.tor..thi&'pJatoniUng,pax:edu~ 

• The original .'as editl'd in Hyderabad in 1346 H. Ibn Tibbon'lI Hebrew 
translation was editl'd. by Filipowski in the "1'1)1(:'1 'I), Leipzig 1849, 1-64. 
Cf, also F. Dieterici's German translation (Die SlDotsleil"", JlO" A If4r4bf) , 
Leiden 1904. The text underlying the Hyderabad edition al well as the German 
translation is Il'I5 complete than the one underlying tht Hebrl'w translation; 
the palllllge from p. 62, line 21 in Filipowski's edition till the end is missing in 
both the Hydt'rabad edition and the Gt'rman translation;- it can partly be 
traced in Flr~bi's M"s'tTsttwl (ed. Dieterici. 71 f.), A compari!lOn of the 
Hl'brew translation of Tire t>oliliuJl ,_r"ments with the paralld in the 
MflsknltuU Iho.·11 that the text of the former is also incomplt'te: the whole 
concluding part of Tile t>olitUaJ IOPeI'nments (roughly corresponding to Muster
&i4ot 72 - end) is at prescnt lost. 

, F..rliled by Dil'1eriri under the title DC' MusttTstaot, Leiden 189$, 
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it is not necessary to look out for any particular Platonist tra
dition: the Republic and the Laws were accessible to F~r~bi in 
Arabic translations . 

. H.rabi followed Plato not merely as re~ards the manner in 
which he presented the philosophic teaching- in his most im
portant books. He held the view that Plato's philosophy wa!; 
the true philosophy. To reconcile his Platonism with his ad
herence to Aristotle, he could take three more or less different 
ways. First, he could try to show that the explicit teaching-s of 
both philosophers can be reconciled with each other. He devoted 
to this attempt his Concordance of the opinions of Plato and 
Aristotle. The argument of that work is partly based on the 
so-called Theology of Aristotle: by accepting this piece of neo
platonic origin as a genuine work of Aristotle, he could easily 
succeed in proving the substantial agreement of the explicit 
teaching-s of both philosophers concerning the crucial subjects. 
] t is however very doubtful whether Farabt considered his 
Concordance as more than an exoteric treatise, and thus whether 
it would be wise of us to attach great importance to its explicit 
arg-ument.· ScC'Ondly. he could show that th(' esoteric teaching!' 
of both philosophers are identical. Thirdh·. he could show that 
"thl' aim" of both philosophers is identic:.11. The third approach 
is used by him in his tripartite work The aims of the philosophy 
(If Plato and of Aristotle, or, as Averroes quotes it, The two 
philosophies. The second part of that work is devoted exclusively 
to,pjato'& philosophy • ...By.atudying that central.part which alone 

• ..-· ... 1,;... ...... .'. 
is at present accessible in a critical edition,5 one IS enabled to 

• Cf. Paul Krau~. "Plotin chez It'S Arabes", Bulletin de l'/nstilut d'£typu, 
v. 23, 194D-41, 269. - Note the use of the term "opinion" in the title of the 
Ctmcorda"ct. Cf. note 69 below . 

• P14to A rabus. ,'. II. A(farabius: De PlaI.cmis f'hiloso/>hia. edd. F. Rotenthal 
and R. Walzcr. London (Warburg Institutr) ]943. The edition isaccompanied 
by a Latin translation and by notes. It will be quoted in the following notes 
"nribl. P14/o": figure~ in parl'ntheSt'!I after U will indicate pages and linl' 
of the text. - The first part of FAribl's TVIO philosophies was edited under the 
title k. tM#1 al-sa'4Jla in Hyderabad 1345 H.: the third part (dealing with the 
philOMJphy 'Of Aristotle) is not yet editN:!. Tht ~'hole i. aeCf'ssihle in the: 
incomr1etr H('brl'w tran!llation by Falkera (Rtshil hoi rna. e-d. by David. 61·-
92). 
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grasp fully the character of F1r1bi's Platonism and therewith 
: of F1r1bi's own philosophy, and thus to take the first step toward 
~~e understanding of the philosophic background of Maimonides. 

I. FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

FArAb!,s exposition of Plato's philosophy claims to be a com
plete survey of its main topics:6 Platonic topics which are not 
mentioned in it. are considered by him either unimportant or 
merely exoteric. The procedure which he chooses, may be called 
genetic: he does not present the final Platonic "dogmata" by 
following the scheme supplied by the division of philosophy into 
logic, physics and ethics or any other scheme: nor does he adopt 
tht' procedure of Theo of Smyrna by describinJ! the sequence in 
which the Platonic dialogues should be read: on the other hand, 
he does not engage in a historical study of the "development" of_ 
Plato's thought:' he simply describes what he considers the inner 
and necessary sequence of the investigations of the mature Plato. 
He tries to assign' to each step of Plato's investigations one 
Platonic dialogue; one way or the other, he succeeds in thus 
accounting for most, if not for almost all, of the dialogues belong
ing to the traditional Corpus Platonicum. What he says about 
the individual dialogues, sounds in some cases fairly fanciful.· 
He certainly had no access to all of them, and we do not know 
to what extent the indirect knowledge which he owed toArilsto~ 

-.GaJen:*'fheo;-Pioclus'or"6therSlias heen distorted on the more 
or less circuitous way in which it reached him. But it is un" 
important what he· believed or guessed about the purport of 

• Ita title is: "The philOIOphy of Plato, its pans, and the grades of dignity 
of its parts. from ita beginning to itl end." Cf. allO the end of the T4/lJIl 
(quoted in Firtbl. Pl4to, IX). 

, How little Flrlbl wal concerned with hiltory, is shown most clearly by 
the fact that he presents Plato's inveatigations as entirely independent of the. 
inveatigationl of any predeoeuors, although he knew of course (from the 
NtJI4ph,siu e. It.) that Plato wal a dilciple of Socratel as well al of other 
pbilOIOpben. It il only when deacribinlt one of the last ltepa of Plato'" that 
he mention. "the way of Socrates" which a historian would have explained at 
the be,innine of hiaexpoaition. - CL p. 376 f .. below. 
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this or that dialogue which he never read. ,What matters is 
what he thought about the philosophy of Plato as a whole which 
he certainly knew from the Republic, the Timaeus and the 
Laws. 

According to Firibl, Plato was guided by the question of the 
perfection of man, or of happiness. After having realized that 
man's periection or his happiness is identical with, or at least 
inseparable from, "a certain science (E7f'LUT~Il11) and a certain 
way of life (tJios)", he tries to discover both the science and the 
way of life in question. The successive examination of all sciences 
and ways of life which are generally accepted (b~O~OL), leads 
him to the result that none of them meets his demands.' Com
pelled to discover the desired science and way of life by him
self,' he finds first that the former is supplied by philosophy and 
that the latter is supplied by the royal or political art, and then 
that "philosopher" and "king" are identical. This identity 
implies that virtue is, if not identical with, at least inseparabk 
from, philosophy. Since this contradicts the popular notions 
of the virtues, he investigated first the various virtues;" he 
found that the genuine virtues are different from the virtues 
"which are famous in the cities" (from the cipETat ro).nua( 
or 011IlWOm).II. But the central question concerns, on the basis 
of the result mentioned, the precise meaning,of "philosopher", 
This subject to whose discussion the Phaedrus is devoted ,12 divides 
itself into four parts: 1) the tpUULS of the future philosopher (th~, 
'TI"1titosophic··lpws) f""'2) "the wa)'s '·o( philosophic'in~~stigation 
(diairesis and synthesis); 3) the ways of teach,ing (rhetoric 

• The Platonic model of Flrlbi'l prt'tlentation of the lucc:euive examination 
of the generally received lciences and arts is to be found in the Af1Ology of 
Soaales (21 b 9-22 e 5). Cf. also (or the whole first part of the treatiS<' 
Eulhydemuf 282 a-<l 3 and 288 d 5-290 d 8, 

t Cf. note i a hove . 
.. With the exception of jUlStice: d. the distinction between justice and the 

virtues in FldbI's Pl4lo • 30.(22, 5). 
II PIMutJ,o 68 c 5~9 c'J and 82 a 11 tr.; R'l>ublu 430 c 3-5: 500 d 8: 518 d 

000e3; 619 c 6 tr.: LoUIS 710 a 5 and 96&2. Cr. Eth. Nie. 1116 a 17 fi. 
n At the beginning of hi' summary of the' PIItutl,us (f 22), FArlbl UIIC5 

IDfGb;~G instead of the usualfGba.1G, thus indicating the particular significance 
of that paUoaie. 
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and dialectic); 4) the ways of transmitting the teaching (orat
or in writing). After the question of what human perfection is,: 
has thus received a full answer, Plato had to turn his attention' 
to the conflict between happiness fully understood and the gener
ally accepted opinions about happiness, or, in other words, to 
the conflict classically represented by the fate of Socrates. between 
the views and the way of life of the philosopher and the opinions 
and the way of life of his unphilosophic fellow-citizens. Re
jecting both the assimilation of the philosopher to the vulgar' 
and the withdrawal from political life. he had to seek a city" 
different from the cities which existed in his time: the city 
completed in spt"Cch 'J in the Republic whose results are supple
mented in various ways by the rimaeus, the Laws, the Menexenus 
and other dialogues. The final question which he raised. COll

cerned the way in which the cities of his time could be gradually 
converted to the life of the perfect city. 

It is evident at first sight - and closer investigation merely 
confirms .the first impression '4 - that this view of Plato's 
philosophy cannot be traced to Neoplatonism.· The apparent 
identification of philosophy with the royal art. the apparent 
subordination of the subject of the rimaeus to the political 
theme of the Republic, the implicit rejection of the "meta
physical" interpretation of the Phi/thus. the ParmenUUs. the 
PIuudo and the Phatdrus might lead one to suspect that. accord- . 
ing. tq....F.ArAQ.i • ...Elato:a.pbiIOlOpby.i • .eeaentially..political.-Sin~ 
FArlbi considered the Platonic view of philosophy the true view, 
we would thu's be driven to believe that FArAbf himself attributed 
to philosophy an e8.'lCntially political meaning. This belief would' 
be so paradoxical, it would be so much opposed to all opinions 
which We have inherited, that we cannot but feel very hesitant 
to accept it. What is then FArAbi's real view of the relation of 
philosophy and politics in Plato's philosophy? 

1.1 Cf. RtfJublit 369 c 9. 472 e I. 473 e 2. 501 e4-S and 592 a It. 
.. FArlbl. PUzJo. J7 f .. 20. 22-201. 
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II. PHILOSOPHY AND POLITICS 

The expression "Plato's philosophy" is ambiguous. When 
Farabi uses it in the heading of his treatise and again in its 
concluding sentence, he refers to Plato's investigations as sum· 
marized in the treatise. "Plato's philosophy" thus understood is 
essentially concerned with happiness and in particular with the 
relation of philosophy to happiness; and since happiness is the 
subject of political science.'5 we are justified in saying that 
"Plato's philosophy" is essentially a political investigation. 
Within the context of this political philosophy, FlrAbi's Plato dis
cusses among other things the essential character of philosophy: 
in order to establish the relation of philosophy to happiness, he 
has to establish first what philosophy itself is. Now it would be 
rash, if not altogether foolish, to assume that the philosophy 
whose relation to happiness is the theme implying all Platonic 
subjects, exhausts itself in the investigation of its own relation to 
happiness. 'Vc are thus led to another meaning of "Plato's 
philosophy", viz. what Hirabi's Plato himself understood by 
"philosophy". The second meaning ought to be authoritative. 
if for no other reason at least for this that Farabi himself means 
to introduce his readers, not to his own view, but to Plato's 
view: FArlbi gradually leads his readers from what he presents 
as his view of philosophy to what he considers the genuinely 
'PlatoniC"Vie\\':'" ' 

Philosophy would be essentially political, if the sole subject 
of philosophy were "the political things", and in particular "the 
noble things and the just .things". Such a view is traditionally 
attributed to Socrates as distinguished from Plato. IT Flr!lbi 

I, FArtlbi, Jia~4 ol·'ul12m. ch. S. Cr. Maimonides, Millol ha-lJiuaY01l, ch. 14. I. Observe the distinction, made at till' end of thl' TablU, betwl'('n "Plato's 
philosophy" lind "the aim or Plato'll philosophy", and also the reference to 
the different ranks of dignity or the dilierent parts of Plato', philosophy in 
thl' title or the P14/o. 

I, Aristotll', Metaphysics, 987b 1 Ii. Cr. Elh. Eud. 1216 b 3 Ii.: Plato. 
Gtn't.ias 521 d 6-8; Phaedrw 229 c2-230a2: Ap. Socr. 38a1-(). (CL also Xt'no· 
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alludes to this difference between the Platonic and the Socratic 
view when speaking of "the way of Socrates" which consisted 
of, or culminated in, "the scientific investigation concerning 
justice and the virtues": he does not identify that investigation, 
or "the way of Socrates" generally speaking, with philosophy. 
In fact, he distinguishes philosophy as unmistakably from lithe 
wa)' of Socrates" as he distinguishes it from "the way of Thra
symachus".'· Philosophy could be identified with political 
philosophy, if "justice and the virtues" were the main subjects 
of philosophy, and this "'ould be the case, if justice and the 
virtues were the highest subjects in general. A Platonist who 
would adopt such a view, might be expected to refer to the 

. "ideas" of justice and the other virtues: Fa.ra.bi is completely 
silent about these as well as about any other "ideas"." His 
Plato is so far from narrowing down philosophy to the study of 
political things that he defines philosophy as the theoretical art 
which supplies "the science of the essence of each of all beings. "II 
That is to say: he identifies philosophy with "the art of dem
onstration"." Accordingly, his Plato actually excludes the 
study of political and moral subjects from the domain of philos~ .. 
ophy proper. His investigations are guided throughout by the 
fundamental distinction (constantly repeated in Fa.ra.bi's expo- . 
sition) between "science" and "way of life", and in particular 
between that science and that way of life which are essential 

~; •• JQ .. JlaPp'ine~, . .J'he.4esir~ .. ,~cnce.J.s .. thc.,sciencc . of .. th~~s. 
of each of al1 beings or, more gencral1y expressed; the science 

phon, Memor. J I, 11-16). - That FAdbllcnew of diflerencel between Plato 
and Socrates, appean from his Co"U1rtl4"u (PlsiJoIOplsisclie AoluJruilu"t,n, 
edt by Dieterici, 19 f.). 

" FAdbl. PI4UJ t 30 (22. 4-5). Cr. , 28. - The opposite view il held by 
Roeenthal-Walzer (XII). 

It 16 .. XVIIl. Cf. Republic S04 d 4 fl . 
•• 16., t§ 2 (4, 1-3) and 16(12, 10-15). As regards the.- lcience of the essence 

of each of all beings, cr. RtJnJHic 480a II-B. 4S4d5-6, 4SSbS-8, 490b2-4; 
P",menidtl UOIH:; P/tuil,us 262b7-8 and 270a-il1. 

\ II Observe the absence of the art of demonltration from thl' list of the parts 
of 1000ic in U8-1I: eee in particular § 11 (9, 8). As regard! the use of "philos
ophy" in the ICnle of "art of demonltration", d. Maimonidcs, Millot IIa
li"ayon, ch. 14. 
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of the beings which is distinguished from the science of the ways 
of life." The science of the beings is supplied by philosophy 
which is a theoretical art fundamentaliy distin~uished ftom the 
practical arts, whereas the desired way of life is supplied by thl' 
highest practical art, i. e. the roya.1 art. With a view to the fact 
that· the theoretical art called "philosophy" (i. e. the art of 
demonstration) is the only way leading to the science of till: 
beings. i. e. the theoretical science par excellence. the science of 
the beings too is called .. philosophy ... ·J Theoretical science (the 
science of Timaeus) is presented in the Ti.maeus whose subjects 
are "the divine and the natural beings". and practical or political 
science (the science of Socrates) is presented (in its final form) 
in the Laws whose subject is "the virtuous way of life ... •• Sinc(' 
philosophy is essentially theoretical and not practical or political. 
and since it is essentially related to theoretical science only. 
only the subjects of the Ti.maeus, and not moral or political 
subjects, can be called philosophic in the precise sense of the 
term.·S This. it seems to me. is. according to F!r!bi. "the aim" 
of Plato. 

The precise meaning of "philosophy" can easily be reconciled 
with the broader meaning underlying F!r&bi's expression "Plato's 
philosophy". For the philosopher who, transcending the sphen: 
of moral or political things, engages in the Quest for the essence 

.. FArAh!, PlaiD, U 6 (6, 15 f.). 8 (7. 13 L: d. 7, 16 f.) and 9 (8, 2 f.) . 

.... "C(:'1122115;"l81f.) ,ndt3o(16,-U-lS) ... bere ~phy'~vidCllt1y 
means, not the art by means of which the science of the beings is acquired. 
but, if not that science itself, at least the actual investigation of beings which 
lead.s to that science . 

.. it 16 and 26-28. Cf.116 with 118 in 1W.~.; d •• lso t 12 (9, 11-17). 
The implied attribution of the teaching of the LAVIs to Socrates is not alto
gether lurprising; d. Aristotle, PDlilics 1265all If. 

IS This view can be traced (considering th~ etymology of "philosophy") 
to the Aristotelian distinction between tppbll'f1(flf and cro.ptCl: it is tppOl'1/crtS. 
and not crOcpLCl, which is concerned with m::lral or political lubjects. Cf. also 
MetD.physics 99Jb19 fl. - The same view is underlying Maimo:lides' interpre. 
tation of the story of Adam's fall in the Guide (I 2): prior to the rail. Adam 
poIIse8!1t"d the highest intellectual perfection; he knew all the JIOI1Tci. (and. of 
course. also the Clla6'1Tci.), but had no knowledgt' or "good and ('\'il", i. e. 01 
the ICClXIi and CllcrXpa.. Cf. also Mulot ha·hiuayon ch. 8 on the diffl'rl'IICl' 
lx-tween demonstrative and moral knowledge. 
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of all beings, has to give an account of his doings by answering the 
question "why philosophy?" That question cannot be answered 
but with a view to the natural aim of man which is happiness. 
and in SQ.t~_~ as man is by nature a political being, it cannot be 
answered but within a political framework. In other words, the 
question "why philosophy?" is only a special form of the general 
question "what is the rig-ht way of life?", i. e. of the question 
guiding all moral or political investigations. This question and 
the answer to it which are strictly speaking merely preliminary. 
can nevertheless be described as philosophic since only the 
philosopher is competent to elaborate that question and to 
answer it. One must go one step further and say, using the 
language of an ancient. that uOtpLa. and uwtppouiwf/. or philosophy 
(as quest for the truth about the whole) and self-knowledge (as 
realization of the need of that truth as well as of the difficulties 
obstructing its discovery and its communication) cannot be 
separated from each other. This means, considering- the relation 
of the questions "why philosophy?" and "what is the right 
way of liIe?" that one cannot become a philosopher without 
lx'Comin~ engaged in "the scientific investigation concerning 
justice and the virtues". Yet it must be understood that phi
losophy prOI)('r on the one hand and the reflection on the human' 
or political meaning of philosophy, or what is called moral and 
political philosophy, on the other. do not belong to the same 
levt'!. If FArabt's Plato had disregarded that difference of level • 

.he.would..oot.bave.diatiaRUilhed.,miloeophy ... "the"'W8y"'leading" 
to theoretical science from the practical or political arts or 
sciences, but would have accepted the usual view. adopted in 
the other writings of FArAbi. according to which philosophy 
consists of theoretical philosophy. and practical philosophy. 

Both that usual view and the view suggested in the Plato 
imply that philosophy is not essentially political. Both these 
vit'ws imply that, philosophy is not identical with political phi
losophy or with til<' art to which politicnl philosophy lends, the 
royal or political art. Yet. it may be objected. precisely in the 
Prolo philosophy is explicitly identified with the royal art. Our 
first answer has to be that this is not the case. Even they who 
heli('w that Far~bi adopted the political interpretation of 
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Plato's philosophy. have to admit that his Plato identified, not 
philosophy with the royal art. but the "true" philosophy with 
the "true" ·royal art.,6 This is not very precise. What F~r~bi 
s."lys is. first of all. that. accordin~ to Plato. the homo philosophus 
and the homo rex are the same thin~'" This by itself docs not 
mean more than that a human being cannot acquire the specific 
art of the philosopher without at the same time acquirin~ the 
specific art of the king and vice versa: it does not necessarily 
mean that these two arts themselves are identical. F~rabi con
tinues as follows: "IAccording to Plato.) each of the two (Sc. 
the philosopher and the king) is rendered perfect by one func
tion and one faculty." The philosopher reaches his perfection 
by the exercise of one specific f\.!nction and by the training of 
one specific faculty. and the king reaches his perfection by the 
exercise of another specific function and by the training of . 
another specific faculty. Faraui: "IAccording to Plato.] each 
of the two (se. the philosopher and the king) has one function 
which supplies the science desired from the outset and the way 
of life desired from the outset; each of the two (se. functions) 
produces in thoSt· who take possession of it. and in all other 
human beings that happiness which is truly happiness." TIll' 
function of the philosopher supplies by itself both the science of 
the beings and the right way of life and thus produces true 
happiness in both the philosophers and all other human beings; 
the function of the king supplies by itself both the science of 

"'the-beinga""8nd -the:.nght-.waY4ll()f ·.life..and ..thus ..produces-true 
happiness in both the kings and all other human beings. One 
may say that in the last of his three statements on the subject 
Farabi practically identifies philosophy with the royal art: 
philosophy proves to contain the royal art (since it supplies the 
right way of life which is' the product of the royal art) and the 

16 FArAbi. Plalo, 25 and X I. 
"T lb., § 18. As regards "homo" in th(, expression "homo philosophus", 

d. Eth. Nic. 1178b5-7 with 6 16 (12, 10-13). (In the tran.;lation of ,32 
122. 15) "vir pcrfectus" and ""ir indagator" lihould be rcplaced by "homo 
pcrf('ctus" and "homo indagator". The translator must not presume' to 
dccid(' for the author th(· qu('stion as to wh('th('r pcrf('ction. or investigation. 
is a prero£'Bti\'e of lh(· male su.) - Cf. nou's 35 and 54 Ix·low. 
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royal art proves to contain philosophy (since it supplies ; the 
science of the beings which is the product of philosophy). But 
one would be equally justified in saying that even the last state. 
ment does not do away with the fundamental distinction be· 
tween philosophy and the royal art: while it is true that the 
specific function of the philosopher which is primarily directed 
toward the science of the beings. cannot be exercised fully without 
producing the ril!:ht way of life. and that the specific function 
of the king which is primarily directed toward the right way of 
life. cannot be exercised fully without producing the science of 
the beings, it is no less true that philosophy is primarily and 
.essentially the quest for the science of the beings, whereas the 
royal art is primarily and essentially concerned with the right 
way of life. Even the last statement does then not necessarily 
do away with the difference of level between philosophy proper 
and moral or political investigations. While F1r1bi's third 
statement leaves no doubt as to this that philosophy and the 
royal art are coextensive, he certainly docs not say with so many 
words that they are identical." 

I t would be unfair however to insist too strongly on subtleties 
of this kind and thus to overlook the wood for the trees. We 
certainly cannot assume that the average reader will consider 

"' In a different context - I 25 (20, 9) - he atates that. according to 
Plato, the royal function exerciaed in the perfect city ia "phiiolOphy""'pUc;
ler" (not. al R.-W. tranalate. "philosophia ipsa"). But "philosophy si".plieiUr" 
which embraces the theoretical perfection as well as other perfections. is not 

'""Mentical witb"l'ip1iilo.opb~·" wbicb cOnsilti'c;(the theoretical Per!ection~aiOR";' 
(RC TIJiJIU 42. 12 ft. and 39. 11 fl.). Besides, the fact that the royal function, 
exerciaed in the perfect ~ity is philosophy, doe. not nlean more than that in, 
the perfect city philosophy and kingship are united: it does not mean that 
they are identical in the perfect city; 'still leas docs it mean that they arej 
identical 81 luch. Finally, the royal function exerclaed in the perfect city is 
not identical.with the royal art: the royal.rt, or the perfect king, exist allo 
in im~rfect cities (I 23). - It should also be noted that in the lalt remark 
occurring in the Pl4lo. which explicitly bean on the .ubject. not the identity.l 
but the union of theoretical and practical .cientes ii, not 10 much asserted, 
81 demanded: 128. - Note also the Iilence about politiCi in the latter part of 
122 (15. 18 fl.) as compared with the fint part: while the ",vim of the phi
Ioeopher is the same as that of the king or .tate.man. the lpecific work of the 
former is diflerentlrom that of the latter. - ct. Dote 57 below. 
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F!rA-bl's second or central statement his last word on the subject. 
For all practical purposes, FArabi identified philosophy with 
the royal art: why then did he hesitate to do so overtly?'9 
How is that identification intelligible seeing that philosophy is 
a theoretical'art and the royal art is a practical art? We must 
try to understand why, after having brought into prominence 
the essentially theoretical character of philosophy as distin
guished from the royal art, FA-rAbt blurs that distinction by 
implying that philosophy supplies the right way of life, the 
product of the royal art, in the same way, and, as it were, in the 
same breath. in which it supplies the science of the beings. We 
must try to understand why, after having taught that philosophy 
must be supplemented by something else in order to produce 
happiness, he teaches that philosophy does not need to be 
supplemented by something else in order to produce happiness)· 
If he understands by "philosophy" in both cases the same thing. 
he flatly contradicts himself. This would not be altogether 
surprising. For, as we ought to have learned from Maimonides 
who knew his FA-rA.bl, contradictions are a normal pedagogic 
device of the genuine philosophers." In that case it would be 
incumbent upon the reader to find out by his own reflection. if 
guided by the author's intimations. which of the two contra
dictory statements was considered by the author to be true. If 
he understands by "philosophy" in both cases different things. 
that ambiguity would be equally revealing: no careful writer 
would express himself ambiguously about an important and at 
'the·"8ame~meothematic.ubjectuwithout good. reasons. 

The question of the relation of philosophy to the royal art is 
inseparably connected. in FArAbt's argument, with the question 
of the relation of human perfection to happiness. To begin 
with, he teaches that. according to Plato, philosophy does supply 

., The very identification of "philosopher" and "king" requires an explana
tion considering that that idcntification occurs in what appears to be a sum· 
mary of the Politicus. For the Politicus is based on till' explicit tht'sis that 
philosopher and king are not identical. &'C Sophist 217a3-b2 and Po!ilicul 
"in prine. Cr. also PJrtudrus 2S2el-2 and 2S3bJ-3. 

,I CL § 18 with the passages mentioncd in note 32. 
" Guide I lnlrod. (9b-ll b Munk). 
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the science of the beings and therewith man's highest perfection, 
but has to be supplemented by something else in order to produce 
happiness. That supplement is the right way of life which is 
the product of the royal arV" By asserting that the philosopher 
is identical with the king, he seems to suggest that philosophy· 
is identical with the royal art, and thus that philosophy by itself 
is sufficient to produce happiness. But whereas he leaves in 
doubt the precise relation of philosophy to the royal art, he 
makes it perfectly clear in his second statement that philosophy· 
by itself is sufficient to produce happiness. And whereas it is 
difficult to understand why he should speak circumlocutorily 
about the relation of philosophy to the royal art, it is easy to 
understand why he should speak evasively, or even contra
dictorily, about the relation of philosophy to happiness. We 
contend that he uses the identification of philosophy with the 
royal art as a pedagogic device for leading the reader toward 
the view that theoretical philosophy by itself. and nothing else, 
produces true happiness in this life. i. e. the only happiness 
which is possible. 

I t is easy to sec that ·the initiation in the doctrine that happi-

" Philosophy is the theoretical an "'hich supplies the science of the beings. 
and that Kienee is rnan's highest perfection: U 16 and 2. (Cf. also the allusion: 
to thl.'" relation of "perfection" to "science" in U 14 (11. 4) and 23 (16. 4!.; 
IM'e opp. ail.) as compared with' 12 (9. 12). Observe the distinction between 

.. ..:;pbilolOph)'::..anc1.:.:,periecUoll·~.ii 22.,(15 • .14) .lUld Jl411. J.5) • ...A.diW&~ 
"iew is intimated in §§ 4 (5. 7) and 6 (6. 3-4).) Happiness requires the right 
"'ay of life in addition to rnan's highest perfection: d. ,3 with §§ 2. 16 (12, 
10-13) and 1 (3. 13 r.). Ie!. the allusion to the relation of "happiness" to; 
"way of life" as distinguished from "science" in , 16 (12. 7-10) and of "happi
nrls" to "practical art" u distinguished from "theoretical art" i!L118 (13,. 
4-5) al compared with § 16.) In § 1 (3. 8) Flrlbl dOl'"s not lay (afi[:.W Jrnake 
him lay) "beatitudo quae .umma homini. perfectio {est)", bu't"beatitudo 
quae est ultimum quo homo per6citur". Falkera translates the expression by 
"beatitudo ultima" thus ce~ainly avoiding the identification of "happiness" 
with "JX'rfcction". - As regards the distinction betwl.'"en perfection and 
happinl.'"ss. ef. Maimonides. Gllide HI 27 (60a Munk). where human perfec
tion is dl.'"scribed in the lamt' way a6 by Flrlbl's Plato and where the remark 
is addl.'"d that pt"rfection is thl' cause of the eternal life {see Ephodi ad loe.) j 
this implil.'"s that happiness (the eternal life) is distinguished from per-
fl'Ction. C 
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ness consists "in consideratione scientiarum speculativarum",ll 
required some preparation and adjustment. Aristotle was free 
to state that doctrine without much ado since he was under no 
compulsion to reconcile it with the belief in the immortality of 
the soul or with the requirements of faith. to disregard here 
political requirements proper. Medieval thinkers were in a 
different position. By studying how F~r~bi proceeds concern
ing a relatively simple aspect of the matter. we may be enabled 
to grasp his intention concerning its more complex aspects. 

At the beginning of the treatise with which he prefaces his 
exposition of the philosophies of Plato and of Aristotle. he 
employs the distinction between "the happiness of this world 
in this lifc" and "the ultimatc happiness in the other Iifc" as 
a matter of course.J4 In the PlaiD. which is the second and 
therefore the least exposcd part of a tripartite work.ll thc distinc
tion of the two beatitudines is completely dropped.)6 What that' 
silence means. becomes unmistakably clear from the fact that 
in the whole PlaiD (which contains after all summaries of the 
Phaedrus. thc Phaedo and the RepubliC) there is no mention 
whatsoc\'Cr of the immortality of thr soul: Farahi's Plato 
silently rejects Plato's doctrine of immortality.17 or rathrr he 
considers it an ('xnt('rk doctrine. Farab' goes so far as to avoid 

» Thomas Aquinas. Summa 'beologila. 1 2, quo 3. a. 6. Cf. Elk. Nil. 1177bI7-
26 with a 25-27. Cf. also Republic 519c5-6 with PoliJilus 272a8-<14 . 
• J4..1'~Il, 2 .. cr. IlIs4 al-'uI"",. ch. 5 (near the beginning). 

IS Consider Cicero, Orolor"30 anill>eM'alM't II '513 f. 
II In Falkera'a translation we find one mention of "the happiness of this 

.,,·orld" (Reskil Iwkmo 72. 20) and one mention of "the ultimate happiness" 
(72. 12). (These readings are not noted in the 01'1'. crit. of the Plato). 

" FAdbl. Plato XVIII and 24. - FArlbl also substitutes a moral meaning 
of the Platonic doctrine of metempsychosis for its literal meaning: d. § 24 
(18. 5-19. 3) with Phaedo 81E'-82b. (In thl.' Latin translation of the passag(' 
- p. 13. 17 f. - thl.' "an defunctus easet ... atque transformatus" ought to 
be changed into "anputaret ae mortuum esse et inillam bcstiam atquc eills 
figuram transformatum". Cr. ,,·ith FArAbi's statement Cicero. De officiis III 
20, 82: "Qaid enim interest. utrum ex homine Be convertat quis in bcluam 
an hominis figura immanitatem gerat beluae?") -In § 1 (3. 11 f.) FArtbi 
intimates the necessity of ex tema I goods for happiness; d. the passage with 
Elk. /I.·il. 117ia28 fI' .• 1178823 fI'. and b33 ff. on the one hand. and Thomas 
Aquinas' Summa 'beol .. 1 2. quo 4. a. 7 on the other. 
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in his summaries of the Phaedo and of the Republic the very 
tenn "soul", and as to observe, throughout the Plato, a deep 
silence about the poVs.Ja to say nothing of the poL. 

He could go to such lengths in the Plato. not merely because 
that treatise is the second and by far the shortest part ofa tri
partite work. but also because it sets forth explicitly, not so much 
his own views. as the views of someone else. 'We have noted 
the difference of treatment which he accords to the two beatitu
dints in th(' Plato on the one hand. and in the Ta~~U on the 
otllt'r. EmployinJ,: fundamentally the same method. he pro
nounces more or less orthodox views concernin~ the life after 
death in The political got'ernments and The virtuous religious 
community. i. e. in works in which he expounds his own doctrine. 
More precisely, in The virtuous religious community he pronounces 
simply orthodox views. and in The political got'ernments he 
pronounces heretical. if what one could consider still tolerable 
views. But in his commentary on the Nicomachean Ethics he 
declares that there is only the happiness of this life and that 
all divergent statements are based on "ravings and old women's 
tales".19 

Considering the importance of the subject. we will be excused 
for adducing a third example. In his Enumeration of the Sciences 
in which he speaks in his own name. FArAbl presents the religious 
sciences (jiqh and kalam) as corollaries to political r.cienc-.:. At 
first fI!ght one might believe that by assigr~.lg to the religious 
lciences that particular status FArAbi merely wants to say that 
~JiglO'n:'~~ei1ea fetigion"";i."e.' the revealed Jaw' (the'shartfji)4f 
comes first into the sight of the philosopher as a political fact: 
precisely as a philosopher. he suspends his judgment as to the, 

" Not,,, i. mentioned in § 27 (20. 16). In the summary of the PIttwlo. 
FarAbl mentions once "corpus animatum": § 24 (18. 16). 

It Jbn Tufail. HoY'! Sbn YoqdMn. ed. by L. Gauthier. Beyrouth 1936. 14. 
Cf. also Averroca' account quoted by Steinschneider. Al·F4r4bt. 94. - Cr. 
nOle 58 below . 

•• In the Pl4Io. there il no.mention of .hart'o (nor of ",illo). The root verb 
of "fA ('WA'O) occurs ahonly before the ltatement. disculled in the text, 
concerning religion: § 6 (6. 6). - "Belief" il mentioned in U 4 (5. 2 f.> and 
22 ClS. 5). 
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truth of the super-rational teaching of religion. In other words, 
one might believe that FArAbJ's description of the religious 
sciences is merely a somewhat awkward way of making room for a 
possible revealed theology as distinguished from natural theology 
(metaphysics). Every ambiguity of this kind is avoided in 'the 
Plato. Through the mouth of Plato, FArAbl declares that religious 
speculation, and religious investigation of the beings, and the reli
gious syllogistic art do not supply the science of the beings,·' of 
which man's highest perfection consists. whereas philosophy dO<'s 
supply it. H(' goes 80 far a!l to prescnt religiou!I knowl('dgl' ill 
general and "religious speculation" in I1.1rlicular4' as tilt' lowest 

.' FA~bl, Plato f 6. It is significant that th(' final rt'5ult of Plato'~ in\'l'Stil('" 
tion concerning relil!ion is statt'd with the greatest precision. not in t 6 (the 
Retion dealing ""ith relil!ion) where one ""ould first look for it. but at the 
bell'inninl( or § 8, (eL the be!!inning of § 8 with the ~nninltS of t§ 7 and 
9-11.) Falkera who ",'rate for a IIOmewhat different public. omits the con· 
c1usions reacht'd by Plato concerning religion in both ,6 and § 8. Cf. Mai· 
monides' exclusion or reJi~ous subjects from the G"ide: 1I18ttns.fin, - R.-W. 
make this comment on t 6: "urte deorum cultus a Platone non reicitur ... 
Cum ... AUarabii opiniO!libus haec omnia bene quadrare videntur." (See 
also p. XIV). But divine ""orship is not rejectt'd by Flribi either who. ex
plicitly following Plato. considers conrormity ""ith the lav .. s and beliers of 
the religious community in which one is brought up. a necasary qualification 
for the future philosopher (ToilJU 45, 6 fl.). Above all. in • 6 F1ribi speaks. 

-not or religious ",·ol'5hip. but or the cognitive value of religion. His vie",' con
cerning that matter is in full agreement ""ith Plato's view as appears from 
such paasages as Timaeus 4Od6 fl.. SeMllh Ldln 33Oe. and Ion S33d IT. Com
pare also Socrates' failure to rerute the charge that he de1ied the existence 
of the gOds of the aty of A then, tn the "A ~111!f 'SomJIef .... nd 'the-critique 
or the divine laws of Crete and Sparta in the firat book of the lAVls. Flrlbi 
interpreted the thesia of the ApolDgy (with epecial regard to 2Od7 0'.) in this 
way: Socrates says to the Athe:lians that he does not deny their divine 
.wisdom. but that he does not comprehend it. and that his wisdom ie human 
wiilClom only. Cf. Simon Duran, Math abol (Livorno 1785). 2b. According 
to Averroes' interpretation of the Socratic saying as quoted, or interpreted. 

, by FArAbl. that saying specifically refers to the divine wisdom based on. or 
transmitted by. prophecy. (Paraphrase of De sens" et senstJlo. Paris Biblio· 
theque Nationale. Ms. Hebreu 1009. fol. 172 d) . 

.. According to Flribl. Plato examined the cognitive value or religious 
,peculation. of the religious investigation or the beings. and of the religious 
tyllogistic art. But whereas he ltates that Plato ascribed a limited value to 
the two latter disciplines. he i, completely ailent about the result of Plato', 
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step of the ladder of cognitive pursuits, as inferior even to gram
mar and to poetry. With grammar, or rather with language. 
religion has this in common that it is essentially the property 
of a particular community. 

One might think to begin with that in order to get hold of 
FArabi's views, one ought to consult primarily the works, in 
which he sets forth his own doctrine, and not his expositions of 
the doctrines of other men. especially if those other men were 
pagans. For may one not expound. as a commentator. or as a 
historian, with the greatest care and without a muttering of 
dissent such views as he rejects as a man? May Farabi not 
have been attracted as a pupil of philosophers by what he ab
horred as a believer? I do not know whether there ever was a 
"philosopher" whose mind was so confused as to consist of two 
hermetically scaled compartments: Farabi was a man of a 
different stamp. But let us assume that his mind was of the 
type conveniently attributed to the Latin Averroists. It almost 
suffices to state that assumption in order to realize its absurdity.. 
'The Latin Averroists limited themselves to giving a most literal 
interpretation of extremely heretical teachings. But Fa~bi 
did just the reverse: he gave an extremely unliteral interpreta
tion of a most tolerable teaching, Precisely as a mere commen
tator of Plato. he was almost compelled to embrace a tolerably 
orthodox doctrine concerning the life after death .• 3 His refUSed. 
amounting to a flagrant deviation from the letter of Plato's 

.u.ching;"'Ito..uccumb"'to-Plato's'"Charms;."roves "it "Inore'lleOn'JIII 
vincingly than any explicit statement of his could have done, 

~xamination of "religious speculation". The religious syllogistic art is the 
fiqh. and the religioull investigation of the beings is the kal4m in 80 far as it is 
b8.~ on .orne eort of physic!> - d. Ib$4 ch. 5 on the study of sensible beings 

. by the ".~taltol/imti" -; "religious speculation" may welJ refer to mystical 
knolll'ledgt'of G.xI HimR(·If. (Cf. E. I .• s. v. Nazar). - As rl.'gards the religious 
1)'lIogistic art. d. Stt·inschncidcr. Al·Far4bt. 31. where a remark of FArAbl 
co~rning "the religious (o"."n) Iyllogisms"is quoted; d. al!lO Maimonides, 
Millot Ira·lliuayon. ch. 7 verso fin. 
. ~:T'" commen'tator who after all was more ·than a mere commentator, 
directly attacks the teaching of the Rep~blic concerning the life after death; 
If'e hi. PorGpIJ,asis 'nPlalonis.R,mpubl. (Ol'era Aristottlis, \'enice 1550, III. 
ta2 c,·4O-t5 arid 191-d 11-39). 
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that he considered the belief in a happiness different from the 
happiness of this life, or the belief in the other life, utterly 
erroneous. His silence about the immortality of the soul in a 
treatise destined to present the philosophy of Plato "from its 
be~inning to its end" sets it beyond any reasonable doubt 
that statements asserting that immortality which occur in other 
writings of his, have to be dismissed as prudential accommodations 
to the accepted dogma. The same consideration applies to what 
the commentator, or historian. Flrlbi says about religion: it 
is not easy to see what Platonic passage could have compelled. 
or even induced. a believing Muslim to criticize the value of 
"the syllogistic religious art," i. e. of the Islamic science of fiqh. 

Flrabi avails himself then of the specific immunity of the 
commentator, or of the historian, in order to speak.his mind 
concerning grave matters in his "historical" works rather than 
in the works setting forth what he presents as his own doctrint'. 
This being the case. one has to lay down. and scrupulously to 
follow. this canon of interpretation: Apart from purely phiiolOJ!iC' 
and other preliminary considerations, one is not entitled to 
interpret the Plato, or any part or passage of it. by having 
recourse to Flrabi's other writings. One is not entitled to 
interpret. the Plato in the light of doctrines. expounded by 
Farabi elsewhere. which are not mentioned in the Plalo. It 
goes without saying that in case the teaching of the Plato is 
in conRict with the teachings of the TaJ,$il, The political ~overn-

""'ments.-rhe t1tumeritlion'Wflhe scknr.esand so on:1:hepresumpti6r,
is in favor of the teaching of the Plalo. Compared with the 
Plato. all these other writings are exoteric. And if it is true. as 
FarAbt intimates by reminding us of the teaching of the Phaedrus 
concerning the deficiencies of writing as such, that all writings 
as such arc exoteric.44 we have to say that the' Plato is merely 
less exoteric than the other works indicatc.>d and therefore that 
every hint however subtle which occurs in the Plalo. deserves 
to take precedence over the most emphatically and the most 
frequently stated doctrines of his more exoteric works. For 

.. cr. PMedrus 275 efT •• Tirruuus 28c4-5. St:rJenth uJler 341doh-3. Cr. 
Maimonidcs. Guidr I Introd. (4a Munk). 
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there is not necessarily. not in all cases. a connection between 
a writer's conviction of the truth. or untruth, of an assertion, 
and the frequency, or rarity. with which he makes it.45 

Farabt's silence about the ideas and about the immortality 
of the soul shows certainly that he does not hesitate to deviate 
from the letter of Plato's teaching if he considers that literal 
teaching erroneous. He may have believed that Plato himself 
considered the doctrines in question merely exoteric. But he 

111ay. or he may not have believed that the teaching which he 
ascribes to Plato by his silence as ""ell as by his speech, was the 
Platonic teaching: he certainly considered it the true teaching. 
His Plalo is then not a historical work. He presents Plato as a 
man who had to discover the very meaning of philosophy en
tirely by himself. thus implying that he had no philosophic 
predecessors whatsoeVl'r. Yet he knew of course. es~cially 
(rom the Mel4physics. that Plato was not the first philosopher. 
In accordance with this. he remarks that the subject of the 
Menexenus had been neglected by Plato's predecessors;46 con
siderinJ!; the extreme care with which the Plato is written. that 
remark is meaninJ!;ful only if the subjects of all other Platonic 
dialogues had been treated by predecessors of Plato. He presents, 
not so much the historical Plato. as the typical philosopher who, 
as such, after having reached maturity of the mind. "comme un 
hom me qui marche seul et dans les tenebres. ".7 has to start afresh 
and to go his own ""ay however much he may be assisted by the 

"'"I!'XeI'tioneoof..nie tteacber& • ..His . .attitude .to ,the historical Plato is 
comparable to the attitude of Plato himself to the his'tori~r 
Socrates, and to the attitude of the Platonic Socrates himse1f to, . 
say, historical Egypt: '~With what ease dost thou. 0 Farabt, 
invent Platonic speeches."·' By this very fact he reveals himself 
as a true Platonist. For Platonists are not concerned with the 
historical (accidental) truth. since they are exclusively interested 

a Maimonides. TraUm on Resurrection. ed. by Finkel. 19. 17 fr. 
(/I cr .• 31 with "6. 'Cr. note 7 abo\'c. 
n DelC8rtcl. Discours de 14 mJlIwde. I I . 
• 1 PluJdrU5, 21SbJ-4.";'" It .hould be noted that Flr1bl's rrjection or 

poetry applif>~ - just a~ Plato'~ rtjM:lion of poetry - to common poetry 
only: § 1\. 
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in the philosophic (essential) truth." Only because public speech 
demands a mixture of 8<'riousness and playfulness. can a true 
Platonist present the serious teaching. the philosophic teachin~. 
in a historical. and hence playful. garb. The sovereign uS<' 
which Farabt makes of the historical materials. presupposes of 
course that such materials were at his disposal. For the his
torian. it is of utmost importance that the extent, and the' 
character. of the information available to FArAbl. be establisht'd 
as exactly as possible. But even this cannot be done properly. 
if one does not bear in mind the non-historical purpose of the 
Plato: a number of apparently fanciful remarks on the purport 
of various dialogues may be due to FArabi's desire to intimate 
an important philosophic truth rather than to misinformation. 
To consider the author of the Plato a mere epitomist of a lost 
Gr('('k text. means to disregard. not only the admiration which 
men of the competence of Avicenna and Maimonides felt for 
FArAb!. but likewise the exceedingly careful wording of the' 
Plato itself. But even if FArAbl's interpretation of Plato's 
philosophy as a whole should eventually prove to be borrowed 
from a hitherto unknown source. we still would have to under
stand that interpretation by itself. and we still would have to 

..digest the fact a that man of FArabi's rank adopted it as a true 
account of the classic philosophy and published it in his own 
name. I t may be added that by transmitting the most precious 
knowledge. not in "systematic" works. but in the guise of a 
historical account. FArAhl indicates his view concerning "original-

. ii~;tI"'3n(r"inaividuatit)';9·in ·philosoJ')h)'~""What"Mmetl";nto.ght 
as the "original" or "personal" "contribution" of a philosopher 
is infinitely less significant than his private, and truly original 
and individual, understanding of the necessarily anonymous 
truth. 

But let us return to the point where we left off. For an 
'Obvious reason. FArAht did not wish to break a silence which 
was eloquent for those only who could read the Platonic dia
logues dealing with the immortality of the soul. There was a 
further. and in a sense. even more compelling reason for 

•• cr. ProlGforas 347cJ-348a6 and Ch4rmides 161cJ-6. 
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concealing the philosophic doctrine concerning happiness. To 
identify happiness with the perfection which consists of the 
science of the beings. is tantamount to closing the very prospect 
of happiness to the large majority of men. For reasons of 
philanthropy.so if for no other reason. Farabi was compelled to 
show a possibility of happiness to men other than philosophers. 
Therefore. he distinguishes between perfection and happiness: 
he asserts that philosophy. being a theoretical art. supplies 
indeed the science of the beings and thus man' s highest per
fection. but has to be supplemented by the right way of life 
in ordcr to produce happiness. More generally expressed. he 
accepts to begin with the orthodox opinion that philosophy is 
insufficient to lead man to happiness. Yet. he makes clear, 
the supplement to philosophy which is required for the attaining 
of happiness. is supplied. not by religion. or revelation. but by 
politics: He substitutes politics for religion. He thus lays the 
foundation for the secular alliance between philosophers and en
lightened princes. It is true. he immediately thereaftcr retracts 
his concession by stating that philosophy by itself supplies 
the right way of life and therewith hy itself produces happiness. 
but he adds the clause that philosophy produces the happi
ness, not only of the philosophers. but of all other human beings 
as well. This extravagantly philanthropic remark would have 
to be dismissed as a sheer absurdity, or its text would have to 
be emended. if it were meant to be final; for how can the mere 

OWif'a et"th a t''i! 'iin~le'"f)biJosopher· iss"' eXistence' Somewhere iii., n1Iia" 
have the slightest influence on the happiness. or misery. of people 
living in the remotest parts of Frankistan who have noihing in· 
~ommon with him or philosophy? The statement that philosophy 
produces the happiness of all human beings merely serves the 
purpose of indicating the whole extent of the difficulty facing 
F~ra.bi; it thus paves tht· way for a provisional solution and 
therewith indirectly for the final solution. The provisional 
solution is that philosophy produces the happiness of the philo
sophers and of all those. non-philosophers who are actually 

•• Cr. Elk. Nic. 1094b 9 f. and 1099b 18-20 "'ith PoWics 1325a8-11. - As 
rl~lt'ards tht· "philanthropic" appearane!' of tht' It'8ching of Plato's J{tl'ublic. 
cf. Ari~totll·. Polilics 1263bl!i fT, 
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guided by philosophers. In other words. the required supple
ment to philosophy is. not just the royal art. but the actual 
exercise of the royal art by philosophers within a definite political 
community. Farabi gocs still furthcr. He declares that not 
only the happiness of the non-philosophers - of the citizens as 
citizt'ns -. but the very perfection. and therewith the happiness. 
of the philos;ophers themselves is impossible except in the virtuous 
city whose most important part arc the phiiosophers.sl He 
calls the virtuous city emphatically "an other city":5' he thus 
indicates that he means to replace. not simply religion in general 
by politics in general, but "the other world" or "the other life" 
by "the other city". "The other city" stands midway betwcen 
"this world" and "the other world", in so far as it is an earthly 
city indeed, but a city existing, not actually, but only "in 
speech". Farabi's Plato docs not leave it at that: he raises 
the question .of how the virtuous city could become actual. and 
he answers that this could only be achieved by "the legislator 
of this city". "Thereforc he investigated thereaher what kind 
of man the legislator must tw. "53 Farahi does not revcal to thl' 

" § 2S (el. in panicular 20, 13 f.). CI., 24 ,,"so fiJI, - Cf. .·ith i 2S (20, 
10) which R.-W. correctly rendrr by "et philosophos in t'a (civitah') panem 
maximam esse", Augustin us' Civilas Dri XI 9: "(uncti angt-li) quae hujus 
(sc. sanctat') civitatis ... magna pars rSI", 

,. § 2S (19, 12 and 20, 4). CI. the usc of "other" in U 1 (3, 11-13), 11 (9, 8) 
and 22 (16,2). Cf. also U 14 (11,6) and 24 (17, 7). - F1rlbi speaks also of 

"the >Not~1Itton 'r,.;n.,.rticular-end lOf .... tion. >in ,.enerali-but -be_era -to 
speak of the "other city" and of cities (he Utlt"S "city" three times as often as 
"nation"): "Where first were great and flourishing cities, there was first the 
study of philosophY." (Hobbes). In his account of the studies to be pursued 
in the perfect community, he uaes exclusively "city" (126). As regards the 
non-quantitative aspect or the difference between city and nation, one has to 
consider § i, where only "nation", and not "city", is mentioned: the nation 
ill kept together by a common language. The bond of the city, on the otht·r 
hand, ill the law; cr .• 32 (22, 18-23, I), 

l) § 29. - Fllrlbi's tcchnique of writing is illu5tratt'd by the fact that 
immediately thereafter (§ 30 in f11in,.), he USl'S W (fecit) - cr. § 29 (21, 11) 

,~ , 
~JL (aclu) -, and not, as he usually dOl!s,,,) ,j..j (ei flUJnifestum fllit) 

'-' . -' 
or anoth('r term dcsignating a· purl'ly mental acti\'ity.- The ... 1.; ncar the 

lx-ginning or , 30 rl'ft'r& back, not only to § 29, bUI to It 26-29. In this con· 
nt'ction it may be mt'ntioned that R,-\\'.'s division of the PJoJo into IK'Ctions 
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readers the result of this Platonic investigation.s4 In the treatise 
which precedes the Plalo, he asserts the identity of legislator 
and philosopher. but for the reasons mentioned before one is 
not entitled to assume that the teaching of Fliilioi's Plato 
is identical with that set forth by Flirlibi in his own name;SS 
The silence of the Plato about the subject permits us then 
to ima~6nc for a moment that the legislator is a prophet, the 
founder of a revealed religion. Since the legislator, as the 
founder of the virtuous city, creates the indispensable con
dition for ....the actualization of happiness, happiness would 
thus not be possible but on the basis of revelation. Fa.rlibi's 
Plato does not close that loophole by identifying the prophet, or 
the legislator, with the philosopher. He intimates indeed that 
the function of the legislator is not the highest human perfection, 

is IOmewhat arbitrary. FArlbi'lown division is clearly indicated by the use 
of Wi or W,., at the beginning of a paragraph. Accordingly, IeCtion I 

consisls of'it 1-3. IeCtion II of n 4-5. IIf'Ction III of H 6-11. lIf'Ction IV of 
U 12-15. lIf'Ction V of n 16-22.leCtion VI of U 23-25. IIf'Clion VII of U 26-29. 
and ICCtioll YIII of U 30-32. 

54 He is equally reticent as regards the rE-sult of Plato'. investigations con
cerning religious speculation (i 6). (lwrpPO(1inrf/ (t 19), love and friendship 
(I 21). Compare with the last example the different procedure as regards 
courage: § 20. His typical procedure is to state first what Plato "investigated" 
and thercaht'r ""hat he "made clear" or what "became clt'ar to him". Every 
deviation from that 'schemt' requirt'l an explanation. Ont' has then to pay 
~1 .. ttf!nrion~ty'tO'th~~rrveitfgatibn'·""ot'foIIO'ftd'bY"lllentlon"". 

what Plato "made clear" or of ""hat "became clear to him", but likewise to the 
call" in which no investigation i. mt'ntiont'd. Probably the most important 
example of omiuions of "investigation". is the .tatement concerning the 
identity of philOIOpher and king: t 18 (13, 6-11). It i. hardly neceuary to 
add that the difference between what Plato made clear (se. to others) and 
what become clear to him i. not altogether negligibll'. - Cf. notes 12. 40, 
and 53 abon:. 

"For the interpretation of the statement on the legislator. 01e has to 
consider Far!'lbi'& interpretation of Plato', Lou·s. He conceives of the Laws, 
not. as I'lato himself had done, as a correction of the Republic, but as a IUp
pleme:u to the Republic: whereas according to Plato the Republic and the 
lAws deal "'ilh- essentially different political order. (1I"o).'Tdcu). FArAbi'. 
view is closely akin to that of Cicero (Les:s:., i 5, 15; 6, 14; 10, 23; III 2.4), 
according to ""hom the Republic deals with the best political order and the 
lAu's deal ".·ith the best laws belonging to the vcr)' aame best political order, 
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and he takes it for granted that there could be a plurality of 
virtuous cities,56 thus excluding the belief in a single true, or 
final, revealed religion. But the real remedy employed in the 
Plaio is far more radical ~ toward the end of the treatise, Farahi 

makes it absolutely clear that there can be, not oni), philosophers, 
but even perfect human beings (i. e. 'philosophers who have 
reached the goal of philosophy) in imperfect cities.57 Philosophy 
and the perfection of philosophy and hence happiness do not 
require - this is n.r~bi's last word on the subject - the estab
lishment of the perfect political community: they are possible, 
not only in this world, .but even in these cities, the imperfect 
Cltles. But - and this is the essential implication - in tht· 
imperfect cities, i. e. in the world as it actually is and as it always 
will be, happiness is within the reach of the philosophers alone: 
the non-philosophers arc! eternally barred, by the nature of 
things, from happiness. Happiness consists "in considerationc 
scientiarum speculativarum" and of nothing else.sl Philosophy 
is the necessary and sufficient condition of happiness. 

,6 CL § 29 with. 2. Cr., 25 (20.5 and 12) with }.{uslr.rsUliJI 70. 9 and Pnl. 
<ut·. 72 and ;4, 

51 Cf. § 32 in pri'le. with U 23. 24 vers . . fin. and 25. - In the last tim", 
paragraphs. FArAh! indicalt's his n·al vil'w or the relation of philosopher and 
king by the different mannefli in which he ('numerates philosopht'rs. king;;. 
legislators. and tht' virtuous: H 30 (22. 6 L), 31, and 32 (22, 15). That vil'w 
can be stat('d as rollows: "king" is an ambiJruous teml 'II,ohich designates' 
either.&.he mau /Nho ~&,&.he .political a.rt and who is necessarily subject 
to the legislator, or the philosopher who has ~cached his gOal by hiavtng·conl' .• 
pleted the philosophic investigation . 

.. cr. §§ 1-2 and the remark of Averroe. (quoted by Steinschneider. AI· 
FartJbi, 106): "In Ii. enim de Nicomachia videtur IFlrlbi) negare co:ttinua· 
tionem esse 'cum intelligentii. abstracti!l: et dicit hane: esse opinionem 
Aleundri, et quod non est opinionandum quod finis humanul ait aliud quam 
perfeetio apcculativa." (CL Thomas Aquinas' comme:1tary on Eth. :\ic .. X. 
leet. 13. pers. fin.). - Our interpretation of the thesis of the Plalo is COIl

firmed. to a certain extent, by Falkcra's rem:uk (Reshit hokm:J 72. 22-25) 
that, according to Plato, true happiness consists of knowled~e. viz .. knowl
edge of God which is not possible without thc knowledge of the creature~, 
FArAbl does not apeak or God, but or all beings. As regards a similar chan~l' 
rrom thl' philosophic to a mor~ theologic view. d. thc authentic text of Mai
monidl's' Mishna 'ora. H. Dc'ot 1\' 1 (Byamson SO, 19 L) with the vulgall' 
text. 
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It would be a mistake however to consider F~r~bj's em
phatic statements about the political aspect of philowphy a 
mere stepping-stone destined to facilitate the ascent from the 
popular not:ons about the happiness of the other world to 
philosophy. For the philosopher necessarily lives in political 
society, and he thus cannot escape the situation created by the 
naturally difficult relations between the philosopher and the 
non-philosophic citizens. "the vulgar": the philosopher living 
in a society which is not ruled by philosophers, i. e. the philos
opher living in an); actual society, is necessarily '~in grave 
dan~er".59 F~r~bi intimates his solution by speakin~ of the 
twofold account which Plato ga\"C of Socrates' life: he tells us 
lhat Plato repeated his account of Socrates' way and that he 
repeated his mention of the vulgar of the cities and nations which 
existed in his lime.Lv As we might have learned from Maimon
ides. "repetition" is a normal pedagogic device which is destined 
to reveal the truth to those who arc able to understand by them
R"lves while hiding it from the vulgar: whereas the vulgar are 
blinded by the features ,common to the first stat('ment and the 
··repetition". those who arc able to understand will pay the 
utmost attention to the differences, however apparently neg
ligible, betwccn the two statements and in particular to the 
"addition", made in the "repetition", to the first statement." 
According to FArAbi, Plato's first account of the way of Socrates 
deals with Socrates' attitude toward the opinions and habits of 

.bil .. eUow-citizenl.· ..... ~e4l8eODnd_ocotlnti"~nche.oother..oa.ndl 
deals with Plato's correction of the Socratic attitude, or with 

• Plato's attitude.6• Socrates' attitude was determined by the 
fact that he limited his investigations to moral and political, 

It I 32 in fJrinc. Cr. Plalo. Phoedo 64 bi Repllbli( 494a4-10 and 
520b2-.~. 

k II 30 (22. 1) and 32 (22. 14) . 
•• Gliidt. 1113 in prine. anp 23 (50a Munk) . 

.. l\o\(' the emphatic ,,- (which H..-W. It'lt untranslatNI) in § 32 (23. 2): 
I'lato dellCribcd in hill LeUtn what ht thought about tilt· manm'r of dl'aling 

,.·ith his {e\lowo(;itizens. Compare this with the correllponding ,,- in § 16 
(12. 10): he (plato) was compeUl'd to prt'5('nt philosophy bt'CaUfo(' he did not 
find it among the arb and Kienc!:& which were generally known. 
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8ubjects,61 i. e. that he neglected natural philosophy. Being 
merely a moral philosopher. he was a moralist. Hence. he did 
not look beyond this alternative: either to comply with the 
accepted rules of conduct and the accepted opinions or openly 
to challenge them and therewith to expose himself to persecution 
and violent death.64 As a consequence of his uncompromising 
attitude, he fell victim to the rage of the multitude. The attitude 
of Plato· was fundamentally different. As we have seen. he 
considered philosophy an essentially theoretical pursuit, and 
therefore he was not a moralist: his moral fervor was mitigated 
by his insight into the nature of beings; thus he could adjust 
himself to the requirements of political life. or to 'the ways and 
opinions of the vulgar. In his treatment of the subjects in 
question, he combined the way of Socrates with the way of -
Thrasymachus.~; While the intransigent way of Socrates. i~ 
appropriate in the philosopher's dealings with the political etit(· 
only, the less exacting way of Thrasymachus is appropriate in 
his dealings with the vulgar and the young. By combining tht: 
two ways, Plato avoided thc conflict with the vulgar and thus 
the fatt· of Socrates. Accordingly, the "revolutionary" quest 
for the other city ceased to be a nccl'ssity: Plato substituted for 
it a much more "conservati\'C" way of action, vi::. thc gradual 
replacement of the accepted opinions by the truth or an ap
proximation to the truth. The replacement, however gradual, 
of the accepted opinions is of course a destruction of the accepted 
opinions.~...sut .being.-emphatically • .gradual. ;.iUshest described. 
as an undermining of thc accepted opinions. For it would not be 
gradual. if it were not combined with a provisional acceptance 
of the accepted opinions: as F~r~bi elsewhere declares. COll

formity with the opinions of the religious community in which 
one is brought up, is a necessary qualification for the future 

6J Cf. § 16 with §§ 28 and 30 (22,4-5). 
6, § 24 (19, 3-11). 
6S § 30. Even if that paragraph should be m('ant to be a summary of the 

CliJopho only, we cannot disregard the fact that FArAh! knew the Thrasyma· 
chus of thr Rrpublic. ,His statrmcnt on the combination of tht' way of Socralrs 
with that of Thrasymachus is based on Rrpl4Mi( 498c9-d1. 

" § 32. 
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philosopher.'? The goal of the gradual destruction of the accepted 
opinions is the truth. as far as the ~lite. the potential philo~phers. 
is concernf:'d. but only an approximation to the truth (or an 
imaJ!inative representation of the truth)6I as far as the general 
run of men is concerned.69 We may sa\' that Firibi's Plato 
replaces Socrates' philosopher-king 'who' rules openly in the 
perfect city by the secret kingship of the philosopher who lives 
privately as a member of an imperfect community. That king
ship is exercised by means of an exoteric teaching which. while 
not too flagrantly contradicting the accepted opinions. under
mines them in such a way as to guide the potential philosophers 
toward the truth.'· Firibi's remarks on Plato's own policy 
define the general character of all literary productions of 
"the philosophers". 

In conclusion it may be remarked that the distinction between 
perfection and happiness is not aJtog.cther exoteric. When 

., Cf. note 41 above. Cr. the first two maxims of Descartt's' "morale par 
provilion" (DJs«nlrs de 14 ",ethode. III). Cr. also Fontenelie. FJoge de Mr. 
Um"y: "u5ch05($ fort etablit,6 ne I~uvent ~lre attaQul'('S Que pardegres."
AI rrprds the nea-ssity of the gradual change of laws. d. Plato. Lau'S i36d2-!. 
and Aristotle, Politics 1269a12 fT. 

U Cf. note 48'above. 
'. Note Flrlbi's uplacing "the truth" (22, 17) first by "the virtuous way 

of life" or "the COIT'eCt "omoi" (23, 3) and then by "opinions" (23,6). Falkera' 
appropriately trandatts -I;' ("opinions") in this contnt by nlxlI ("plans" 

... .&IdeIi ... ·~.~I. ~ Jl~tel ,:1,; '*«/ually«ppropriatelytnothatMlOn,;-t 
text by nmcH). The meaning of nlxlI i. explained by him in Reshu /wilma 
70,6 If. cr. also Maimonide8, Guide, 1 34 (40b Munk). 

'0 The distinction made by FArlb! betwL-en the attitude of Socrates and that 
or Plato corresponds, to a certain extent, to the distinction made by Muham
mad b. Zakariyyl al·RAzt in hi. It. al·sSraJ al-falsafiyya, between the attitude 
of the young Socrates and that of the mature Socrat('s. IUzi'8 opponents had 
asaerted that hi. model Socrates "n'a pas pratique la dissimulation. ni vis· 
A·vil du vulgair(' ni vi.-a·vis des autoritc~, mais it I(,s a affronti't'li en leur 
disant ce qu'il con.idcrait etre vrai en des termes c1airs (·t non.fQuivoQues." 
Rhi admitll that this account ill correct as far as the young Socrates is con· 
cemrd: "Irl traitl qu'ils rapportent de Socrate lui ont etl: propres au debut 
de A carriere juaqu'a une date allll'z avancee de &a vic, date a laQuell,· il en a 
abandonne Ia plupart." Paul Kraus, "Raziana" I. Orie1ltalia. ~. S., v. 4. 
1935, 322 f. - As regards the life of the philosopher in an im~rh'Cl commu· 
nit)', d. I>lato', Refn'blic 496 d fT. 
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Hdbi says that happiness is "ultimum quo homo perficitur", 
he thinks of the pleasure attending the actualization of man's 
highest perf('ction. For it is pleasur(' which "renders perfect" 
(TEAELOt) the exercise of a {acult y, and it is a specific pleasun· 
together with the exercise of man's hilothest perfection which 
constitutes human happiness. 7' This being the case, happiness 
'is not simply identical with human perfection or its exercise. 
FArAbi indicates the particular importance of pleasure by saying 
of the Platonic dialogue which praises true pleasure. (what h{· 
says of no other Platonic dialogue) that it is "attributed" (i .. e. 
merely attributed) to Socrates;1' for Socrates w<!s compelled by 
his moralism to stress the conflict between the nbble and the 
pleasant rather than their harmony. 

Ill. PHILOSOPHY A!'D MORALS 

The relation of philosophy to morals is adumbrated in the 
third paragraph of the Plato. In the first paragraph, Hr~bi had 
stated that a certain science and a certain way of life arc essential 
to happiness. In the second paragraph, he answers the question 
as to what that science is. The third paragraph deals with the 
way of life in question. but it does not deal with it thematically: 
its thematic subject is, not the desired way of life. but happi
ness. FArabi thus intimates that he is not going to disclose what 

'lh€desired ",ayof Ufeis."1ie ~ys:"'·'Deinde"POStea-tnveltigavit. 
quid esset beatitudo quae revera beatitudo esset et ex qua 
scientia oreretur et quis esset habitus et quae actio. Quam 
distinxit ab ea quae beatitudo putatur sed non est. Et aperuit 
vitam virtuosam IR.-W.: optimam] esse earn qua haec [R.-\\'.: 
ilia} beatitudo obtioeretur." The virtuous way of life leads to 
"haec beatitudo", i. e. to the apparent happiness which is dis
tinguished from the true happiness; the virtuous way of life i~ 
fundamentally distinguished from the desired way of life which 
is essential to true happiness. Our interpretation is confirmed 
by Falkera's translation: "he made it known that the virtuous 

,. Elh. l\·ic. 1174 b23. 117Sa2I. 1176a24-28. Cf. Polilits 1339blS-20. 
fJ § 15. 
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way of life is the one by which the happiness of this world is 
obtained." The happiness of this world is naturally distinguished 
from, and inferior to, the happiness of the other world: the vir
tuous way of life does not lead to the happiness of the other 
world. In accordance with Farabi's statement, Maimonides 
teaches that the moral virtues serve the well-being of, the body 
or man's "first perfection" as distinguished from the well-being. 
of the soul or man's "ultimate perfection" which consists of, 
or is produced by, knowledge or contemplation alone. 7J 

Farabi does not say then what the desired way of life is; he 
merely makes it known what it is not. Yet by denying that the 
desired way of life is the virtuous way of life, he tacitly asserts 
that the desired way of life is the contemplative way of life. He 
states later on that the desired way of life is supplied by the royal 
art and immediately thereafter he sel'lllS to suggest that the 
royal art is identical with philosophy. The identifi<;ation of 
philosophy as the highest theoretical art with the royal art as 
the highest practical art can be literally valid only if the specific 
products of both arts, the science of the beings and the desired 
way of life, are identical, in other words. if contemplation itself 
is the highest form of action." 

The translators can justly be blamed for the unnecessarily 
untiteral character of their translation. On the other haQd, they 
deserve praise for bringing out in their translation their under
standing of the passage mentioned. For while that understand
ing amounts to a radical misuuder&t.anding.oI...F.Aribi'& -ultimate 

"". . ... ~".._~.~.,h""" "' 
mtention, it does not proCl-ed from an accidental error: FArabi 
wanted to be understood by the majority of his readers in 
exactly the same way in which he has bl.'Cn understood by his 
modern translators. He has built up the three first paragraphs 
as a whoh!7S and the third paragraph in particular in such a way 
as to create the impression as if he were going to identify the 

7J Guide, III 2i. Accordingly, Maimonid~s tr~ats medicin~ and morals in 
one and the same tK.'Ction of thl' Mish"t lora (1-1. 01:'01). 

,. Aristotl(', Po/ilics 132Sb16-22. 
11 The first thn'~ paragraph~, and not mt'n'I}', as I·C·W. assunw, the first 

paragraph by itsl·If, form th~ fml tK.'Ction of the .Plaill. Cr. note 53 
abo\'~. 
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desired way of life with the virtuous way of life. For he makes 
his readers expect that the third paragraph will be devoted to 
the disclosure of what the desired way of life is; and the only 
way of life mentioned in the third paragraph is the virtuous way 
of life. He knew of course that he would be met half-way by the 
large majority of his readers. Not only will most readers not 
observe the difference between the expected subject of the 
paragraph (the desir<.'<i way of life) and its actual subject (happi
nes!'). because their expectation will determine what they per
cciw; most readers will~ besides expect from the outset. i. (., 
independently of any sug~estions of the author. that the author 
will identify thl.' desired way of life with thl.' virtuous way of 
life. because they themsclves believe in their identity,7" 

The question of. morals is taken up again by FArabi in his 
discussion of the ordinary practical .arts, Those arts. he I?ays. 
do not supply the desired way of life. but only the uscful things 
(TO. tlVP.q>EpovTa) which arc necessary (civa'Yl\ala) and th<.' 
~ainful things (TO. I\EpoaXia) which arc not necessary, but 
practically identical with the virtuous (or noble) things (TO. 
t\aXci),77 That is to say: the desired way of life docs not belong 
to the class of the noble things. and since the virtuous way of 
life is the n'oble thing par excellence. the desired way of life is 
fundamentally different from th{' virtuous way of lif{'. By 
identifying. at least for all practical purposcs. the noble with 
the gainful. Far~bi indicates that the virtues in particular are 
merely.a .means ..toward~:.tbeJ1a.ppiness .of .this world '.:, or man' s '" 
"first perfection". 7~ 

After having gone thus far, he distinguishes between the truly 
useful and the truly gainful or noble on the one hand, ansi what 

,. Cr. the remarks of Montesquieu on this subject in De ,'Esprit des Lois, 
"Avf'rtis.qemrnt de I'auteur" and XXV 2. 

77 ~ 12 (10, 1-10). Cr. Aristotle. Polilics 1291a 1 fr. Cr. Plato, Republic 
SS8 d 11-(' 4, 

T' Cr. '.1 as interpreted above with § 1 (3. 10 f.): the apparent happiness 
consists or health. riches. honours and the like. ,Cr. the distinction betwern 
philosophy or the. political art on the one hand. and the noble things on the 
othcr in 122 (14. S; d, 14. 18); and the distinction between the philosophl'r. 
the perfect hurnan being and the virtuous in §§ 31 f. 
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the vulgar believes to be useful and gainful or noble on the other. 
'He makes it clear that the (truly) gainful and the (truly) noble 
things arc the desired science and the desired way of life. whereas 
philosophy which Icads to the desired science and the desired 
way of lifc. is the truly useful. 79 He thus paves the way for the 
identification of the desired way of life essential to happiness 
with the truly virtuous way of life. 80 and for the distinction 
between genuine virtue. love and friendship on the one hand. 
and what the vulgar considers virtue. love and friendship on the 
other.·' 

If Farabi's last word on the subject is then hardly discernible 
from what the most influential moral teachers of mankind have 
always insisted upon. why did he suggest in the first place a 
doctrine as shocking as the distinction between the way of life 
which isesscntial to happiness. and the virtuous way of life is 
bound to be? There can be only one answer: his first statement 
is indispensable for the proper understanding of his ultimate 
statement; his ultimate statement is as rcmote from the gcn'erally 
accepted doctrine as is his first statement. If he had identified 
from the outset the desired way of lifc with the truly "irluous 
way of life. he would have created the impression that the <lif
ferencc between the truly virtuous way of life and the virtuous 
way of lifc "which is famous in the cities". is identical with the 
difference between the highest morality and a lower morality. 
Actually however he holds the view that only the virtuous way 
of Jif~ i9:.the ordinary scnse.ofthe.term,iamoral .. trictly-epeaking.' 
For the moral life consists of the submission to the demands of 
honour and duty without reasoning why; it consists of choosing. 
and doing. the just and noble (or no reason other than because 
it is just and noble. The choice of the just and noble as such is 
the specifically moral purpose. The difference between moral 
choice and a choice which is not moral. is essentially a difference 
of purpose. and not a difference of knowledge. On the other 
hand. the difference between the truly virtuous way of life and 

" U 12 (10. 10-11. 3) and 17-18 . 
.. §§ 22 (15. 15.:.17); 23 (16. 12 and 17. 4); 24 (17. 15-20); 32 (22. 

17) • 
•• U 19-21 and 25. 
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all other ways of life is based, not on a difference of purpose, of 
quality of the will. but on a difference of knowledge. In other 
words. there is a broad agreement between the conduct of moral 
man and that of the philosopher: that agreement permits one to 
apply one and the same term ("virtue") to both. But the same 
conduct is interpreted in a fundamentally different manner by 
moral man on the one hand. and by the philosopher on the other: 
that difference compels Farabi to deny to begin with that the 
c\esired way of life is the virtuous way of lift'. 

IY. THE SUBJECT MATTER OF PHILOSOPHY 

"Philosophy" designates the theoretical art which supplies 
the science of the essence of each of all the beings as well as both 
the actual investiltation of things which leads to that science 
and that science itself. The science of the essence of all beings 
is sometimes simply called "that (se. that specific) science of the 
beings" or "that (se. that specific) science of all the beings". h 

"Being" is not identical with "thing"; all "beings" are "things". 
but not al\ "things" are "beings". There are "things" which 
are not the suhjects of any science, and hence not the subjects 
of philosophy in particular .IJ Other "things" art' adequately 
dealt with by other sciences. by grammar c. g .• but do not 
concern the philosopher precisely because they are not "beings". 
The peJ;fection of a "being" is a "thing", but being the perfection 
of a "being" ,it is not itself a "being".·· A way of iife is a "thing'''' 
but not a "being"; hence the science of the beings is funda
mentally distinguished from the science of the ways of life. Is 

The G.IICl,),KCltCl, KEpO ClhECl, (fVP.q'JEpOII'rCl, I(Clha. and 60 on are, 
as such. "things", but not "beings"." Since all "things" other 
than "beings" arc essentially dependent on "bcinlts", being their 
qualities. relations. actions, products. and so on, and since 

I. U 4 (4. 13): 6 (6.14): 8 (7. 12): 12 (9.12 and 15): 16 (12.11). 
IJ § 10 (8. 14-16).CC. • 22 (16. , r.). 
I •• 1 in prine. cr. Jlas4 aI-'ulu", ch. 4, section on metaphysics. in prjllc. 
I, U 1 (3, 12-14); 6 (6,15 r.): 8 (7. 13 Land 16 L): 9 (8, 2 L). 
16 Cr. H 12-13. 
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therefore the full understanding of the essence of aU these 
"things" ultimately presupposes the understanding of the 
essence of all "beings". philosophy can be caJled "the science of 
the essence of the thinJ,':s."'·.: 

In one passage. FArAbi calls the science of Lhe beings the 
"science of the natural hcinJ,':s". II By doing so. he certainly 
implies that the beinJ,':s par excellence are the natural beings as 
distinguished from the artificial bcinj:!s.l, But what about the 
supernatural. the incorporeal beinj:!s? In another passage. he 
caUs the science of the beings with special reference to the subject 
matter of the Ttmaeus the science of "the divine and the natural 
beinJ,':s".'· There arc h'·o ways of reconciling the two divergent 
statements. In the first place. one may say that in the first 
statement "natural" is Ust-d in a broad sense and dt'Signales all 
beings which do not owe their existence to human art: "ad 
philosophiam naturalem pertinet considerare ordinem rerum 
quem ratio humana considerat sed non facit. ita quod sub 
naturali philosophia eomprehendamus et metaphysicam. "" 
Since the explicit reference to "the divine beings" occurs in a 
summary of the Timaeus. the manner in which Plato uses the 
terms designating divine thinj:!s in the Timaeus cannot be com
pletely disregarded. In the Timaeus. Plato applies such terms 
to the maker of the universe. the gods who manifest themselves 
so far as they wish (Zeus. Hera. and so on). the visible universe, 

-the~;'"the .. rs,"'the -earth. -Hence,-oneunddallO _yothat 
the divine beings referred to by FArAb! are simply the most 
outstanding group of natural beings in the sense of beings "which 
are todies or in bodies", i.e. the heavens." The identification 
of the h~venly bodies with God is said to have been the esoteric 

" f 7 (7, 4). 
Itt 8 (7.13 f.) . 
.. Cf. AllIIIp1rys~s 99tb 6 f. 'with the pa!ll8ges indicated in note 20 

abo\·(·. 
' .. f 26 (20, 15 f.). 
,. Thomas Aquinas' commentary on ElII. N~ .• I. lect. I. Cf. S.,,,,,,,a '.oltl,iuI. 2 2. quo 48 . 
.. TimatHS 30 a 2: 34 a i-b 9: 40 bS-c2 and d4: 69c2-4:92 c5-Q. Cf. Etll. 

',".1141 bl-2. 
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teachin~ of Avicenna.·' We observed already the deep silence 
'Of the P14/0 about the 110', the substantiae separatae, as well as 
about the "ideas". We have to add that in his treatise on 
Aristotle's philosophy, which is the sequel to his PlaiD, Flribi 
dOCl' not disc:uss Aristotle's metaphysics." The second inter
pretation of the tw.o passaf,res under consideration is of courS(.' 
irreconcilable with the te.chin~ which Flrlbi sets forth when 
speaking in his 0"'0 name, 

But does he not exp1icit1~· mention, if only once, "spiritual 
thin~s", thus admitting quite unequivocally the existence of 
subs/an/uu separalae? Our first answer has to be that spiritual 
thin~s arc not spiritual beings. Vet, someone might retort, there 
cannot be spiritual thin~s •. if there are no spiritual beings, just 
as there cannol" tie a &Clt"o"'OIl, if there are no &O';.I'OVff.·~ 
However this may be, it suffices to state that Flrlbi's only. 
mention of spiritual things occurs in a summary of popular 
opinions, or at any ratc of opinions of men other than Plato, 
about a certain subject. In the same context, he uses four timt>s 
the term "divine thin~s"." In three out of the four cases, he 
attributes the usc of the term to people other than Plato. The 
onty remark in which he mentions "divine things" while relating 
Plato's views. refers to the desire for divine things which i", 
distinguished from bestial desire. He does not explain "'hat 
these divine things arc •. ] am inclined to believe that th!y arr 
identical ,,·jth the science of the beings and the right way of life: 
He mentions in the same context divine desires and divine love. 
evidently understanding by them passions or qualities of human 
beings; eomewhat later, he calls these passions or qualities 
"praiseworthy and divine", thus indicating that "divine" dt'IP.s 
not necessarily refer to the superhuman origin of a passion e. g.,. 
but may simply designate its excellence." At any rate, in the 

II Cf. Averroea. TU4fw Gl-I4Mful X (ed. by M. Bouyges, Beyrouth 1930. 
421). 

N FArtb!. Pl4kI XVIII. 
M , 22 OS, 2). cr. Plato, Apolo,y oj SoaGJu 27b3-c3. 
til I 22 (14, 16; IS. 6 and 12 and 13). 
t7 lb. (15. 3 f. and 7 f.). O. ElII. Nit. 1099 bl4-18. and Plato. lAws 631 d 

4-6. eCf. Lt._ing. l'DII Ado", Nelllerll t 14 M'S. fin.) 
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whole passage under consideration "divine" is used as part of 
the dichotomy "divine-human" or "divine-br~tial". Now, in 
what is best described as the "repetition" of that passage, Flrlbt 
replaces that dichotomy by the dichotomy "human-bestial" :,. 
what he called "dh'inc" in the first statement. is finally called 
by him "human"." 

It would be rash to maintain that the foregoing observations 
8uffic(' for establishins: wbat FirAbt believed as regards any 
substantiae separalae. They do suffice' however for justifying 
th(' assertion tbat bis philosophy docs not stand and fall with 
tIl(' acceptan("(' of such substanc('s.For him. philosophy is the 
aU(·mpt to kno\\' the esscnC(' of each of all bcinj::'s: his concept 
of philosophy is not h:!5('d on any preconceived opinion as to 
"'hal all~t.-dly .real thinJ.!s arc truly real thill~;':"He ha.s infinit(;(,· 
mor~ in common "'ith a philosophic materialist than with any 
non·philosophic lx-licvcr however wcll-intention<:c.\. For him, 
pbUosophy is essentially and purely theoretical. I t is the way 
leadinj::' to the science of the beings as cUstinguisbpd from the 

••• 24. For the understanding of thc "first ltatement" -122 (14. 4-
J5. 12) - one has to consider the fact that FAd);>1 avoids there the expressions 
"he made dear" and "it became clear to him" while he lpeaks fairly frequently 
of what Plato "mentioned". Cf. notcs 53-54 above. - AI reprds FarlbS's 
lilenc:e about God. d. the fol101l'ing remark of Martin Grabmann ("Der 
IateinilChe Averroiamul des 13. Jahrhunderts". SiU""ffbnUhte tier BtJytrisden 

-.W",. • ..,......"". • ..",." . .".". "lUll, .• -t931;-He1t 2,"'): .. V&eU_j 
von Dacim ,ebraucht Ibnlich wie Sirer von.Brabant. M'rtinus von Daden 
unci Ibcrbaupt viele andere ProIeUoren der Artiltenrakultllt fOr Gott die 
aUlJelproc:ben metapbysische Bezeicbnung enl primum - vieUach reden die 
Artisten nur WID primum - oder principium und ilberlli .. t den Theologen 
den Namen Deus." O. notes 41 and 58 above. 

" The importance of the .topic "homo" or "bumanus" is indicated from the 
OUtM·t by the- density or "homo" in I 1. Almost equally important as the 
distinctionll homo·Dtou5 (I 22) and homo-bestia (I 24) are the- distinctions 
homo-\'ir (d. 114) and homo<ivis or homo-vulrus. (It Ihould be noted that 
the denlities of "homo" on the one hand. and those or "civitas", "natio", 
"vulgu,," and "lex" on the other are fairly clearly distinguished). - In the 
RCtion dealing .·ith the theoretical arts - Ii 6-11 (6. 10-9, 10) - "homo" 
i. avoided in the pall&ge dealing with religion. while it OC:CUrI moSt frequently 
in the pauage dealing .·ith poetry. It is true. "homo"is also avoided in the 
pusage dealing .ith rhetoric:: but there it is replaced by a repeated "nos".·-
cr. nolt" 2;. 41 and 48 abow. . 
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science of the ways of life. It is the way leading to that scienc(' 
rather than that science itself: the investigation rather than the 
result.1eO Philosophy thus understood is identical with the 
scientific spirit "in action", "'ith tllCit/ln in the original sense of 
the term, i. e. with the actual quest for truth which is anim~ted 
by the conviction that that quest alone makes life worth living. 
and which is fortified by the distrust of man's natural propensity 
to rest satisfied with satisfying, if unevident or unproven. COIl

victions. A man such as FArAbi doubtless had definite convic
tions concerning a number of important points. although it is 
not as easy to s. .. y what these convictions "'ere as the compilers 
of textbooks and of most monographs seem to think. But what 
made him a philosopher. according to his own vie\\' of philosophy, 
wcre not those colwictions. but the spirit in which they wer<' 
acquir~, in which they were maintained and in which the~' wen' 
intimated rather than preached from the house-tops. Only by 
reading Maimonides' Guide against the background of philosophy 
thus understood, can we hoJX' eventually to fathom its unexplored 
depths. 

I •• 1\ot lIdtbout good rt'asons docs he introduce philosophy as the art which 
auppli,·s the science 6f the beings. and not as that adence itself. - Considrr 
al$O § 26. 




